CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

Journey Christian Church

“Having the right technology will free us up to do
what a church is supposed to do.”
—JD Eger, IT Director

With more than 2,000 members at two locations and hundreds of people joining services virtually,
Journey Christian Church needed a comprehensive church management solution to replace the
more than a dozen disparate tools distracting from the church’s mission.

Blackbaud Church Management™ offers
time-saving efficiency and a more connected
community for Journey Christian Church.
Journey Christian Church grew from humble roots as a small church founded
in 1969. Today, an average of 2,200 people worship at its two central Florida
locations, and 250 people join services from around the world through
Journey’s livestream.
As the church grew, Journey’s team added the technology it needed one
piece at a time, but those one-off tools failed to integrate and began creating
more work for church staff. When JD Eger joined Journey as IT director, he
drew from his background in business intelligence and proposed a solution:
Blackbaud Church Management.
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Journey Christian Church
is powered by Blackbaud
solutions for:
✓✓ Fundraising and CRM
✓✓ Peer-to-peer fundraising
✓✓ Marketing
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“Our goal is to reach members and spread the word of God,” Eger said. “It’s
not to struggle with antiquated systems, and it’s not to develop software.
That’s not our mission.”
Listing at least a dozen disparate tools, Eger noted the challenges. “There was
a very big need to get away from data silos,” he said. “It’s very time intensive
to pull data from different systems and put it together in a way that’s
meaningful. We have to pull it from everywhere. If we have one location
where we can get our data, that’s going to streamline everything.”

“If we have one
location where we
can get our data, that’s
going to streamline
everything.”
—JD Eger, IT Director

Journey became an early adopter of Blackbaud Church Management. With
a comprehensive solution, Journey can integrate its member database

with giving platforms, plus attendance for adults and secure check-ins for
children. Until transitioning to a cohesive digital environment, Journey’s staff
calculated data gathered from various spreadsheets by hand, creating a timeconsuming and error-prone process.

12+
tools consolidated into a
single, comprehensive church
management solution

Learn how you can foster
meaningful relationships,
connect your church, and
provide effective ministry.

“One of the biggest goals is increased productivity,” Eger said. “Everything is
data-driven, but historically, nothing talked to one another. If we want to send
out a mailer or an email blast, we have to go from one system to the next
while cross-referencing, which takes hours and leaves us playing catch-up.”
Blackbaud Church Management will help Journey communicate more
effectively and develop stronger relationships within its member groups,
from security and volunteer teams to grief sharing and marriage counseling,
Eger said. “There are definitely expectations within those groups, and having
a more robust system in place makes sure certain things don’t fall through
the cracks,” he added.
As he explored Blackbaud Church Management, Eger appreciated the nopressure demonstrations, casual dialogue, and thorough walk-throughs.
“Nobody called 100 times. It was just, ‘Hey, let’s have a conversation,’’’ Eger
said. “The resources allocated to us have been amazing, and the training has
been phenomenal.”
He looks forward to coming online with a comprehensive solution and seeing
how those efficiencies translate to outcomes. “Having the right technology,”
Eger said, “will free us up to do what a church is supposed to do.”

Get the details

About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud connects and empowers organizations to increase their impact
through cloud software, services, expertise, and data intelligence. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits, foundations,
companies, education institutions, healthcare organizations, and the individual change agents who support them.
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